SnapCenter clone or verification fails with aggregate does not exist
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Applies to

- SnapCenter Plug-in for VMware
- SnapCenter Plug-in for Windows
- SnapCenter Plug-in for SQL

Issue

SnapCenter Clone or Verification jobs will fail with the following error messages:

vSphere Web Client console:
Cannot complete the operation. See the event log for details.
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Unable to mount datastores: <DATASTORE> in Backup: <XXXX> & 1. Failed to create LUN clone null on volume null null

SnapCenter Plugin for VMware log (Default path - C:\Program Files\NetApp\SnapCenter\SnapCenter Plugin for VMware\log\aegis.log)
2020-01-20T17:44:49.0000940Z ERROR VSC com.netapp.aegis.mount.VmfsMountStrategy
[JobId:XXX] Failed to create LUN clone iscsi1 on volume
<SVM.IP.ADDRESS>:/vol/<VOLUME>/<LUN> Failed to create the volume clone.
  Cannot create volume. Reason: aggregate aggr1_01 is not in aggr-list of Vserver <SVM>.

SnapCenter SMCore Job Log (Default path - C:\Program Files\NetApp\SMCore\log)
Error SAL PID=[XXXX] TID=[XXXX] Failed to create the volume clone.
  Aggregate <aggregate name> does not exist

SnapCenter Plug-in for Microsoft Windows Job Log - C:\Program Files\NetApp\SnapCenter\SnapCenter Plug-in for Microsoft Windows\job_logs\SCW_
Failed to create the volume clone.
Cannot create volume. Reason: aggregate <aggregate> is not in aggr-list of Vserver <SVM>.

Windows Application Event Logs:
Error - <HOSTNAME> - OnCommand SnapCenter,4003,"Verification of <SQL INSTANCE> in <snapshot name> failed with error message: Failed on '<HOSTNAME>':
Activity 'Cloning Resources' failed with error: Failed to clone resources,
error is Mount operation failed with error Failed to mount storage resource,
error is Failed to create the volume clone.
  Aggregate <aggregate name> does not exist
  Failed to create the volume clone.
  Aggregate <aggregate name> does not exist

Activity 'Post Verification' failed with error: Unable to find any clones
Activity 'Preparing for Verification' failed with error: Failed to clone resources,
error is Mount operation failed with error Failed to mount storage resource,
error is Failed to create the volume clone.
  Aggregate <aggregate> does not exist
  Failed to create the volume clone.
Aggregate <aggregate> does not exist